KATHY'S KREATIONS
141 East Main Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
724-238-9320
SEPTEMBER 2018 UPDATE
Dear Stitchers,
The new season awaits and "fall mode" is definitely ON! While warm, sunny days still
continue, the anticipation builds for cooler days ahead. Our friends at TAHKI YARNS sum it up
like this: "As we approach the end of summer, transitional knits that can bridge the gap
between seasons rise in importance. A versatile wardrobe is key during this changeable time
of year, when the seasons seem to shift even within the space of one day. Garments that can
pull double duty will always rise to the top of your clothing selection, which means they should
climb to the top of your knitting queue as well."
It's time to discover what's new, plus find tried-and-true favorites! Our latest collection of
yarns, accessories and pattern ideas help to make the summer-fall passage more manage-able.
Think lightweight cardigans, flowing tops, pullover shawls, and easy layering pieces like long
vests -- these are garments that defy the season! They can be dressed up or down, are
versatile enough for work or play, and will ward off the chills of an early fall night.
The most romantic fashion story for fall 2018 is the burgeoning boy-meets-girl trend that
knitwear has kickstarted this season. Warm up to a new functional practicality -- argyle knits,
patchwork, Fair Isle yokes, body-cocooning cardigans, cable knits and one-size-up menswear
shapes are all updated classics that are gaining ground. Look for classic colors, traditional
stitches and super-oversized fit to be in the forefront. There is an 80's vibe with colorful and
bold intarsia as well. Cable knits are overloaded with texture and volume.
Tweed yarns with their tiny flecks of color are back on the scene. The color flecks add a
touch of interest to any design, and offer a creative way to steal the show with a simple yet
colorfully classic garment. Tweeds are perfect choices for sweaters, hats, socks, scarves and
cowls -- be sure to check out HiKOO "Kenzie", a DK weight that is ideal for sophisticated style
and weather versatility.
HARPER'S BAZAAR tells us: "Sometimes things that are considered 'basic' are really just
awesome. Like 'sweater weather'. A little crisp, a little sunny, warm enough to skip a coat,
just cool enough for some great cashmere -- this combination makes sweater weather our
favorite time of year". We echo that sentiment with our latest promotion:
"COOLER DAYS AHEAD -- FAREWELL, SUMMER!"
10% off all purchases of in-stock, regularly-priced 100% wool yarns
Store Hours 9:00 am - 5:00 pm Monday through Saturday, closed Sundays & Labor Day
We accept Mastercard, VISA, Discover, AX
Private knitting and crocheting lessons
Instructions are available by appointment
Finishing services & gift certificates available
Mail orders available -- no order too small!
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier
COME IN - CALL UP - LOG ON
Like us, follow us and share us on Facebook!
"We Love Kathy's" on Ravelry
kathyknitz on Instagram
e-mail kathy@kathys-kreations.com
please visit our website http://www.kathys-kreations.com
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*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
As soon as we wake up to the first crisp fall morning, we realize that the
change of seasons signals "sweater weather". That means it is time to wear
(and make) sweaters! The obsession with all things wooly and cozy is
well-founded for those of us who knit and crochet. We've waited all summer
long to wrap ourselves in luxurious cashmere and soft alpaca once again.
Sweaters, in all forms from generous cardigans to long vests to oversized
pullovers, stand out beautifully on their own, plus they make great layering
pieces that will keep you warm and comfortable throughout your day. We love bringing you
timeless and easy fashion designs in knit and crochet. Whatever silhouette works for you,
we're ready to help you greet "sweater weather" in style with these terrific project ideas...
What better season than fall to dedicate an issue to New England? Discover 18 new and
crisp knits with the Fall 2018 edition of Interweave Knits ($7.99, shown upper left) -- it's
chock-full of smart collegiate styles. Regardless of your region or country of origin, this issue
evokes a sense of nostalgia and home as the editors go to Harvard Square to stitch away
among the ivy, cobblestones, and academics. These sweaters are outstanding, timeless
unisex designs handsome enough for a man and charming enough for a woman. Adventure on
the Cape Cod shoreline and let cool, salty breezes kiss your face while you stay nice and
warm in a wooly fisherman's sweater. There is also an excellent technical article on
repairing cables. Get carried away with sweater season now -- the cables are calling!
"Baby in a Basket Hat" ($5.00), designed by Kathy Erhard, was first published in Cast On
magazine in fall 2017. Few things are cuter than a baby wearing a hat. This simple baby hat
will make both mom and baby happy. Designed with negative ease, the Double Basket stitch
pattern is very stretchy. Ask to see our shop model worked with HiKOO "Simplicity", a
machine washable wool blend that feels like butter in your hands, yet is an excellent choice
for children's wear...
An all-time favorite fingering weight yarn for knitters seeking high quality, softness and
durability, is now available in solids! A new go-to for solid sock yarn, ZITRON "Trekking XXL
Sport" ($17.50, 100 grams, 459 yards, 75% superwash wool / 25% nylon, CYCA #2) is the same
weight as "Trekking XXL", which has been highly treasured for over 20 years. This is the yarn
of choice for Michelle Hunter's argyle sock project that we will be featuring during our Fall
Fling weekend in early October (sorry, the workshop weekend is sold out)...
New from SCHOEPPEL is "Zauber Flower" ($36.50, 150 grams, 100% virgin wool, 656 yards
CYCA #1) is a stunning 100% superwash merino wool yarn which features a long, exciting full
color repeat in just one colorful extra-large cake! Perfect for heirloom-quality shawls,,,
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Meet the FlexiRoll ($32.50, denim shown lower right)! This is the only needle case
specifically for our super-popular ADDI® FlexiFlips! The product of a collaboration between
SKACEL and DellaQ, this perfectly proportioned storage system was designed to house a full
set of ADDI® FlexiFlips ($24.50 each, US 0 to US 8). Each case is constructed of high-quality
canvas, and is available in either Denim or Natural. A single zippered pocket on the outside
allows for the storage of an ADDI® needle gauge, gold plated scissors, or
any other small notions you may want easily accessible (needles and notions
not included). Securing your needles is simple, just roll one end of the
pouch towards the other, and fasten with the easy-to-use twine and button
closure. More new DellaQ accessories, organizers, and fabric yarn bowls are
slated to arrive later this month...
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What is it about DRAGONFLY FIBERS that makes their yarns worthy of the title "The Colors
of Happiness"? For one thing -- the colors! They are richly saturated, eye-catching handdyed combinations. Ask to see our new shades of "Traveller" DK weight merino wool and you
will see what we mean. What will you make with the colors of happiness?
Two glorious garments, four amazing accessories -- easy to make, fun to have, and a joy
to give! We are talking about our CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS pattern launch of six new ways
to fall in love with your stitching:
--- Car Coat with optional pockets ($14.50, shown page 6, lower right): "In a handsome,
dense, double moss stitch, this cozy outerwear classic is a little retro, a little 'Audrey'.
Three-quarter length sleeves and a folded stand-up collar give it a slightly tailored finish.
Dropped shoulders and straight sleeves allow room for comfy layering. The universally
flattering length brings to mind the favorite duffle or pea coat." This design uses chunky
weight yarn -- we think BERROCO's "Ultra Alpaca Chunky" or PLYMOUTH YARNS "Baby Alpaca
Grande" would be perfect for this handsome coat and would show off the intruiging texture
of the double moss stitch.
--- Chevron Lace Wrap & Scarf ($6.50, shown page 8, upper left): "A little lace, a little
lightness. This piece offers a fine fabric that's floaty but not altogether sheer -- perfect for
indoor wear or 'shoulder season.' Arrow-like chevron panels in stockinette stitch and eyelet
lace alternate for geometric simplicity in two generous sizes (even the scarf is 'wrappy')."
Knit with lace weight yarn -- we suggest BERROCO "Ultra Alpaca Fine" for this project.
--- Funnel Neck Pullover with or without sleeves ($12.50, shown lower left): "Akin to a
favorite sweatshirt but a little more refined, this boxy shape slips easily over layers or stands
perfectly on its own. We love it all week long, all year 'round!" In three-quarter length
sleeves or sleeveless versions, try it in HiKoo "Kenzie", a cozy blend of softness and spring,
drape and luster!
--- Reversible Arm Warmers ($6.50, shown page 7, upper right): "Knit in two colors, the two
layers of these soft, scrunchy cuffs are designed like the Inside Outside Cowl and can be
pulled through for infinite variation -- from color tipped to color blocked to completely
reversed." Pick two colors of lace weight yarn like UNIVERSAL YARNS "Whisper Lace" and give
these arm warmers your personal touch!
--- Two-Point Cowl ($8.50, shown upper right): "Inspired by the ever-popular Easy Folded
Poncho, this scaled-down version is totally seamless and slips easily over the shoulders. The
simple shape makes it easy to re-yarn in another gauge. Just swatch for a softly draping
fabric, then multiply the schematic dimensions by your stitch gauge -- the math is easy!
--- Vintage Crocheted Wrap & Scarf ($8.50, shown page 7 lower right): "We
love the delicate drama of our favorite afghan stitch rendered in an ethereal
lace-weight mohair. Two high-contrast colors offer geometric cool.
Crocheted lengthwise, this piece has a slightly finicky start, but once you get
the rhythm, you won't be able to put it down!" We suggest SCHOEPPEL
WOLLE extra-large cakes "Zauber Flower" ($36.50 150 grams, 100% superwash
merino wool from Patagonia, CYCA #1). You'll love the full color repeat in
every colorful cake!
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*** MORE GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Super-soft merino fiber and a light single-ply construction make MANOS DEL
URUGUAY "Maxima" ($20.50, 100 grams, 219 yards, 100% extrafine merino, CYCA
#4) a cuddly yarn. With its popular worsted weight gauge and colors like fruits of
the forest, larkspur and mosaic, this yarn makes wonderful accessories. Check
our CHURCHMOUSE CLASSICS "First Projects" for easy knit and crochet items
made from this "workhorse" basic yarn...
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*** SEPTEMBER KNIT ALONG ***
At DREAM IN COLOR's booth at the TNNA Market earlier this summer, we
discovered a shawl project that has haunted us ever since. It's time to cast
on! "All Points South" (shown left, $6.00 Ravelry Pro download), is a pullover
shawl by Casapinka, who says it is "meant to drape down over your shoulders
slightly. You can wear it bunched up like a cowl or more flat -- it will magically
hit you just right and fold over itself/ruche up to keep you toasty." Two sizes
are available and it is designed to fit everyone. It will look more like a poncho
on some, more like a cowl on others depending on bust and shoulder size. It is
knit top down, seamless, with a "V". There are a variety of stitches to keep it interesting and
it is designed for solids, speckles, variegated or a combination of all three. Purchase three
contrasting skeins of fingering weight yarn from our shelves for this project -- our new
gradient "fades" of colorful DREAM IN COLOR Jilly are particularly wonderful. Join us for this
fun knit every Friday in September at Kathy's Kreations from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm for this group
project, the continuation of previous KALs, or any other works in progress purchased here. If
you can't join us in person, follow us on the Ravelry September 2018 shop thread at "We Love
Kathy's"...
*** UPCOMING KNITTING CLASSES *** (please call 724-238-9320 to register for all classes)
We've got a full line-up of fall classes scheduled for you. Kicking it all off is a series of
informative classes with instructor Karen McCullough to help you to master colorwork knitting
one panel at a time! Each month starting Tuesday, September 4, 2018, Karen will introduce
you to a wonderful array of knitting techniques from Michelle Hunter's Building In Color book.
We begin our project with two standards in color knitting -- intarsia and embroidery. Both
open the door to an unlimited number of designs full of color, texture, and fun! By the end of
the series, you'll have a gorgeous blanket. Registration fee is $10 per class plus materials.
Let's make some color magic happen -- call for details!
Have you been wanting to knit your first sweater but not sure how to get started? Join
instructor Karen Voshall for "My First Baby Sweater" in a series of classes on Saturdays,
September 8, and September 22, 2018, from 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm all sessions. Karen tells us:
"I have absolutely fallen in love with this simple knit project that results in a charming topper
for the little one in your, or anyone's, life." Registration is $20 per class plus materials.
Students must know how to cast on, knit and purl. This is a top-down raglan sleeve sweater
with a Norwegian Fir motif, a single button closure and, best of all, no seams to finish! In this
series, participants will learn the Yarn Over increase, how to read a pattern, and tips to keep
you in the right place during repeats. The pattern is a Ravelry Pro download (available here,
shown page 8, lower right). Please bring US size 5 knitting needles and dpns with you, or
arrive a little early and shop for a new tool like ADDI "FlexiFlips". The suggested yarn is HiKOO
"Simplicity" or BERROCO "Modern Cotton". You will also need stitch markers, a row counter
and two stitch holders. Come join us, this will help you learn the fundamentals of top-down
sweater making!
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Explore "Knitting In The Round" by treating yourself to a new accessory for next winter or
getting an early start on holiday gifts. This classic ribbed hat will be suitable for the men in
your life or add one of Kathy's Kreations trendy new pompoms to finish your hat with feminine
flair (shown lower right). Select 200 yards of one of Kathy's Kreations many
beautiful worsted weight yarns and choose one of the following size 7 needle
configurations: on 40" circular needle for Magic Loop, two 24" circular, one 16"
circular and five double-pointed needles, or one set of ADDI® FlexiFlips. Or,
bring several of these needle choices to try out the different methods. Join
instructor Kathy Erhard on Saturday, September 15, 2018, from 9:00 am - 12 noon
and take a look at knitting small projects without seams. Class fee is $25 which
includes the pattern...
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*** MORE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES ***
In our series of lace classes, students will master lace knitting one section
at a time as we follow along with Michelle Hunter's Building With Lace. Join
our instructor Kathy Erhard as she demonstrates lace skills and work along to
make your own gorgeous lace shawl as a wearable showcase of your skills.
Our next class is scheduled for Saturday, September 15, 2018 from 1:00 pm 4:00 pm at Kathy's Kreations, and the series will continue on October 20, 2018.
This month, Building With Lace explores the difference between "lace knitting" and
"knitted lace" (class swatch, upper left). The difference lies in the fact that some lace
patterns work the increases and decreases only on the right-side rows and others work these
stitches on all rows. Take your lace knitting to the next level and learn how to work "knitted
lace." The class has students working on various sections of the shawl, so you are welcome
whether you have started your shawl or not. Class fee is $20 per session plus materials.
*** EASY KNITTED HANDWARMERS ***
SIZES: to fit ladies' small/medium (large in parentheses)
FINISHED MEASUREMENT: approx. 6-1/2" (7-1/2") around palm / 7-1/2" (8-1/2") long
MATERIALS: Approx. 125 yards Aran weight yarn; US size 6 and US size 8 knitting needles;
tapestry needle for seaming
SUGGESTED YARN: HiKOO "Simplinatural" one skein
GAUGE: 18 sts / 24 rows = 4" in pattern stitch with larger needles, after
blocking
PATTERN STITCH (multiple of 4 + 2, stitch detail shown at right)
Row 1: Knit.
Row 2: Knit 2; *purl 2, knit 2; repeat from * across row.
Repeat rows 1 & 2 for pattern.
DIRECTIONS: With smaller needles & long tail cast-on method, cast on 30 (34) stitches. Work
in pattern for 1-1/2" (2"), end with a right side row. Knit 2 rows. Purl 1 row. Knit 2 rows.
Change to larger needles and continue in pattern until piece measures 7-1/2"(8-1/2)" or
desired length, end with a right side row. Bind off all stitches in pattern. Block to
measurements.
FINISHING: Fold piece in half lengthwise. Sew seam 1-1/2" (2") down from top. Sew seam
4-1/2" (5") from bottom to leave 1-1/2" for thumb opening. Adjust seam length, if needed.
Weave in ends.
*** OCTOBER PROGRESSIVE NEEDLES KAL ***
Don't miss out on the fun! Join Michelle Hunter on October 4, 2018, as she leads followers
through the creations of the Match Play poncho. Worked in HiKOO "Sueno" (shown lower
right), Match Play is an easy-to-wear poncho teeming with essential knitting skills! This
poncho features high-impact textured stitches and great techniques. The mystery design's
central motif features a new twist on a favorite stitch. Perhaps life changing is a strong
sentiment, but you will be amazed at the improved version of this technique. Match Play has
a bit more structure than some ponchos, to nudge knitters toward sweater projects. It
features excellent stitch definition, and has a fabulous easy-going fit that flatters most every
silhouette. The true luxury of Match Play is due to the glorious "Sueno" yarn. This merino/
bamboo blend gives the fabric drape, fluidity and sheen along with excellent stitch
definitions ($16.50, 100 grams, 255 yards, 80% merino suprerwah / 20%
viscose from bamboo, CYCA #3). We have just received a large shipment
of this yarn in preparation for the KAl -- be sure to stop in for yours soon
-- the interest in this KAL has "Sueno" much in demand already!

*** FALL 2018 COLOR TRENDS ***
Combining classicism with colorful expression, the Pantone Fashion
Color Trend Report features a bold palette of autumnal hues complemented by some unexpected shades, continuing to under-score the desire for
color that transcends the seasons. Colors for Fall/Winter 2018 express our
need for individuality, ingenuity and creativity. Leatrice Eiseman,
Executive Director of the Pantone Institute, notes: "As designers and
consumers alike continue to transition away from cyclical trends, and instead focus on selfexpressive colors that evade antiquated seasonal structure, we are seeing notable non-traditional choices."
PANTONE's avant-garde picks for Fall 2018 are categorized as "Autumnal hues in a modern
fall palette of deep and rich tones are combined with with outbursts of colorful surprise." The
colors are designed to mimic the depth of shades you see in a beautiful autumn forest -everything from the plumage of the birds to colors so spot on that you can almost feel the
crunch of the leaves in various stages on the forest floor. The global psyche is increasingly
about inclusivity, so why not fall colors, too? That kind of all-are-welcome approach is central
to PANTONE's Fashion Color Trend Fall 2108 Report. The top 10 list, shown upper left, plays up
seasonless shades including a few that are far from wintry...
1) Red Pear -- a deliciously deep autumnal-inspired red whose luscious depth and richness
leads the line-up; just one shade shy of maroon
2) Valiant Poppy -- one of the brightest of all reds with a dynamic punch, a real attentiongetter; a rich jewel-tone straight off the autumnal palette, "brave and outgoing"
3) Nebulas Blue -- reminsicent of the lighter side of twilight, a thoughtful, starry-eyed
blue stemming from the public's curiosity about all things Arctic; more brightness than navy
4) Ceylon Yellow -- savory and spicy yellow with an exotic touch, fabulously sophisticated
when paired with other leading fall colors like Ultra Violet of Crocus Petal; "no
one is ignored when wearing yellow"
5) Martini Olive -- understated, versatile, smooth, sophisticated neutral; has a great
grounding influence when combined with the other colors in the palette like the
blue, the red, or the orange
6) Russet Orange -- a "tough-to-miss" color used more in accents, the "forest floor" orange
that is slightly more red than yellow, it is primed to take over as the bold organic
du jour
7) Ultra Violet -- this vibrant, spiritual purple with deep blue undertones has staying power
as the Color of the Year; a color of complexity and we live in complex times
8) Crocus Petal -- Cultivated, refined, soft, subtle and airy pastel for both genders; delicate
yet energetic floral shade; subdued understudy to Ultra Violet
9) Limelight -- Effervescent, pungent "Pow" kind of yellow-green color; one of those colors
people have fun with; a shade that becomes the center of attention
10) Quetzal Green -- deep, elegant blue-green suggestive of a peacock's brilliant plumage
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While there is no "typical" any more and trends stay relevant longer, there remains a need
for structure and foundation in everyday fashion. PANTONE has selected a classic fall palette
with five core colors to serve as critical building blocks for your wardrobe. Eiseman explains,
"When you move into classic colors, we know the classics don't change much. Yet we
will see or expect a preponderance of certain colors. Sargasso Sea is that staple fall
color. Navy is like the new black so to speak. It doesn't replace black, of course. As
navy blues have gained in recent seasons, this is an acknowledgement that this is the
mooring of our entire palette." The top five classics are Sargasso Sea (greenish
navy), Tofu (creamy white), Almond Buff (understated baby camel), Quiet Gray and
Meerkat (a toasty, burnished brown)...

*** WHERE'S KATHY?" ***
KNITTER'S DAY OUT Friday & Saturday, September 28 & 29, 2018
Knitter's Day Out is a day and a half of classes, shopping, and camaraderie devoted to
knitting and fiber art. It has been held annally since 1986. Join us at Central Penn College
in Summerdale, PA (near Carlisle) on Friday and Saturday, September 28 & 29, 2018. Kathy's
Kreations will be one of 25+ vendors in the Knitter's Market -- we hope to see you there!
Registration details are available at www.knittersdayout.org
KNITTREAT November 8 - 11, 2018
Join Kathy at the beautiful Wisp Resort in McHenry, MD (Deep Creek Lake) for the 2018
Knittreat! Kathy will be teaching classes about ear warmer accessories during the event, as
well as offering a mini-market. For registration, please visit www.knittreat.com
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PITTSBURGH KNIT & CROCHET FESTIVAL, March 15 - 17, 2019
The Pittsburgh Knit, Crochet, Quilt & Creative Arts Festival is pleased to announce a
change of location which will make it easier to get around, plus the bonus of free parking.
The Festival moves from downtown Pittsburgh to the Doubletree Hotel by Hilton in
Greentree, PA. Save the dates March 15 - 17, 2019! Visit www.pghknitandcrochet.com for
more information and details. Look for our booth in the Market...
*** 10,000 NEW KNITTERS ***
Kathy's Kreations is partnering with SKACEL for an exciting new event and we invite you
to particpiate. In an effort to introduce our needleart to more knitters, SKACEL is
challenging themselves and local yarn shops to create 10,000 NEW KNITTERS in one day -November 10, 2018!
How it works: SKACEL has prepared 10,000 NEW KNIT KITS it will be dispersing throughout the USA. Local yarn shops, the backbone of the yarn industry, will be receiving these
kits. Kathy's Kreations is one of the offical 10K Stores that will be serving as a home base for
new knitters. We will be offering free kits to customers who are willing to teach someone to
knit on November 10, 2018. Each kit comes with one 50-gram ball of Special Edition HiKOO
Sueno Worsted, a pair of US 8 ADDI® Linos straight needles, and a pattern to create
beginner-friendly fingerless mitts! Our expert instructors will also be offering free "Learn to
Knit" sessions throughout the day at 10:00 am, 12 noon, and 2:00 pm here at Kathy's
Kreations. If you would like to volunteer to teach, or know someone who would like to sign
up for a lesson, please contact us at 724-238-9320 to reserve a kit or schedule a session...
For anyone attending Knittreat that weekend, Kathy and Event Co-ordinator Elaine Smith
will be participating in "10,000 Knitters" on Saturday, November 10, 2018 at WISP Resort in
McHenry, MD (Deep Creek Lake)...
*** STEEL VALLEY YARN CRAWL WRAP-UP ***
The Steel Valley Yarn Crawl held in the first half of August is now just a
wonderful memory. Congratulations to our basket winners Larkey Miller and
Pattie Sweeney, and to Karen Womack, winner of a Kathy's Kreations gift card.
Thanks to all who participated in making this event the ten best days of
summer and so much fun!
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*** WHAT'S DRIVING FASHION TRENDS? ***
Global trend factors having an effect on current fashion this season include
sustainability, conscientious consumption, the wellness movement, the
continued food industry boom and ath-leisure's dominance...
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*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Join the "First Mondays" group for an evening of knitting, crocheting and
fellowship, at Panera Bread Greengate in Greensburg, PA. Next meeting dates
are Monday evenings September 10, 2018 (second Monday this time due to Labor
Day holiday) and October 1, 2018; 6:00 pm - 8:30 pm.
*** “KNITTING IN THE AFTERNOON" AT KATHY'S KREATIONS Tuesdays,
September 11, 2018 and October 9, 2018; 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm (rsvp please, all
skill levels welcome) ***
Join us for stitching, lots of fun conversation and maybe ice cream!
*** SATURDAY SIT-N-KNIT September 8, 2018 and October 6, 2018; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm;
(rsvp please, all skill levels welcome) ***
Join us at Kathy's Kreations for fellowship and stitching for projects purchased here.
*** FUN FRIDAYS, September 21, 2018 and October 19, 2018; 10:00 am - 2:00 pm ***
Come in for the yarn and leave with friendships! Join our "knitting community" for
fellowship, stitching, and how-to's for projects purchased here. Whether this is your first
project or your hundredth, this is the place for you to learn, grow and enjoy being with other
knitters and crocheters just like you...
*** SEPTEMBER KNIT-ALONG (KAL) ***
Stop by on Fridays in September from 10 am - 2 pm (rsvp please) to work on our newest
KALs with your stitching friends to cheer you on. Our featured project is "All Points South", a
lovely pullover shawl by Casapinka. Not working on the KAL? You are still welcome to come
-- simply bring any knit or crochet project purchased at Kathy's Kreations and join the
group (free!). Follow us on "We Love Kathy's" Ravelry group September 2018 thread...
*** "BUILDING IN COLOR" Tuesday, September 4, 2018, 10:00 am - 12:00 noon ***
*** "MY FIRST BABY SWEATER" Saturday, September 8, 2018, 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm ***
*** "KNITTING IN THE ROUND" Saturday, September 15, 2018, 9:00 am - 12 noon ***
*** "BUILDING WITH LACE" Saturday, September 15, 2018, 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm (knit) ***
*** GRAND RE-OPENING OF THE LIGONIER DIAMOND October 5, 2018 ***
*** FORT LIGONIER DAYS October 12 - 14, 2018, merchant sidewalk sales October 11 ***

As stitchers, we express our own unique individuality through the
creative process. Using our hearts and hands, our talents give us a sense of
fulfillment. The new season awaits... create some beauty through your
craft! Autumn awesomeness is about to beFALL us...
HAPPY KNITTING AND CROCHETING!
Kathy
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Private knitting and crocheting lessons available by appointment. Learning to knit or
correcting mistakes are not the only reasons to have a one-on-one tutoring lesson. Learn
new techniques like lace or short rows, or get help with a pattern before starting -- our
instructors can do it all! Additional group classes are forming -- ask us for details. We
would be glad to do a specific class topic for groups of 4 or more. Kathy's Kreations has
been the helpful hands of experienced knitting for more than 38 years!

